
EEasy living becomes a priority and the optimum word is “cool” 
as we strive to soak up the glory of the sunshine season. Cool comes 
in many forms of course, from iced tea to the latest shade of summer 
umbrellas, but the coolest of all are the great feelings of comfort we 
get when we live summer well. That means lighter, uncomplicated 
and relatively carefree.

Simply following the patterns of our seasonal wardrobes is the 
easiest and most obvious way to bring the interiors of our homes 
into summer. We can put heavy draperies, cosy blankets, throws 
and bedding away with our winter coats. We can infuse our interiors 
with garden freshness, reminding us of the bounties of the season. 
Fresh flowers and bowls of fruit on display reinforce thoughts of 
healthy abundance. White linens and happy floral prints, stripes and 
checks in garden colours keep us connected with nature when used 
as decorating accents along with colourful glass and tableware. Just 
like we do with our clothes, we can lighten up our homes with slight 
adjustments to its accessories.

1. Think Main EnTrancE Doorways. They are your cover 
story! They connect your interior and exterior worlds. Colour does 
matter and clearly sends a message about the homeowners to the 
neighbourhood and your guests. Not only should the colour be 
compatible with the exterior finish, roof, soffit, fascia, window trim, 
etc., it should clearly reflect your invitation of welcome. Make sure 
they are spruced up for summer. Remember, garage doors are not a 
main entry for your visitors and in most cases should be blended rather 
than accented in the exterior colour scheme.

Homeowners should look beyond the front door as outdoor living 
often takes place in the back of the home where patios and gardens 
flourish and waterside lots bring double exposure. The key here is to 
take a cue from nature – build upon great environmental assets such as 
forests or water and don’t be afraid to include the main 
door colour as part of your outdoor room setting.

2. Easy ins anD ouTs can be facilitated with 
the addition of retractable screens, which will let 
your home breathe, and disappear when you want 

them to. They can 
be excellent options 

for maintaining the 
outdoor connection 
without obstructing 
the view. Not all brands 
are equal, so do your 

homework.

3. hanDy sToragE 
a n D  s E r v i n g 
counTErs in just 

the  r ight  spot  can 
make a huge difference 

f o r  h o s t i n g  o u t d o o r 
entertaining with ease. Think 

about how you pass in and out 
with food and beverages. The 

addition of a serving counter and storage cabinet in close proximity 
to the passageway might just be one of the best investments you can 
make. So consider a place to store outdoor table settings, a counter to 
serve buffet style and a landing counter for handling the transition 
between in and out.

4. inDoor/ouTDoor furniTurE. Take advantage of the 
fabulous fade and weather resistant fabrics such as Sunbrella that 
allow you to piggy back furniture for use both inside and out. Easy-
care washable options allow family friendly pieces to be used all season 
indoors and out without compromising style – from plush velvets to 
bright prints and everything in between. A family room ottoman can 
double as an outdoor bench and storage box. 

 
5. LighTEn up for evening sparkle with white 

solar lights in the garden and LEDs under the 
patio umbrella. Inside, change warm bulbs 

in lamps to white for summertime. 

In all your summertime decorating, 
remember that while nature comes in 

an assortment of colours there is a definite 
relationship relative to the intensity of sunlight. 
Flowers that flourish in the shade are softer 
and more delicate in colour than those found 

in full sunlight. It’s important to remember that 
bright sunshine reduces the impact of colour, 

and that bright colours will look lighter on large 
surfaces. White creates contrast and can make colours 
look stronger. 

Have a cool summer. OH

d e c o r a t i n g

    cool
SummEr IdEaSfor your home
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When summer comes to Ontario, most of us 
can’t get the extra layers of clothes we’ve been 
wearing for months put away fast enough as 
we head outside to enjoy the bounties of life 
in lake country. 

Here are some ideas tHat migHt Help you witH your “cool summer comfort.”
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